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Abstract
Background: There is evidence of a progressive increase in the number of Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) in the area of
psychiatry. However, some areas of psychiatry receive more attention from researchers potentially to the detriment of others.
Methods: Aiming to investigate main gaps for RCTs in psychiatry, the present bibliometric study analysed the bi-annual and five-year
rates of RCTs in the main database of medical studies (Pubmed) over the 1999–2018 period (n = 3,449). This analysis was carried out
using the ICD-10 mental and behavioural chapter. ICD-10, was the edition of the manual used throughout the above period.
Results: Overall, after 16 years of considerable increase in the bi-annual absolute number of RCTs, there has been a slowdown in the
last 4 years, similar to other medical areas. Affective, organic and psychotic disorders, and depression, schizophrenia and dementia
were the top studied groups and disorders respectively – ahead of other groups/diagnoses. For substance use disorders, there has been a
decrease of RCT in the last 5 years, in line with the fall of alcohol use disorder in the ranking of most studied disorders. Delirium and
mild cognitive disorder are both ascending in this ranking. Personality disorders and mental retardation stand out as the least studied
groups over the whole assessment period.
Conclusion: Novel treatments, ease of access to patient populations, and ‘clinical vogue’, seem to be more important in guiding the
undertaking of RCTs than the actual need as indicated by prevalence and/or burden of disorders and public health impact. Regarding
specific disorders, acute/transient psychosis; mixed anxiety and depression; adjustment disorder; dissociative and conversion disorders;
somatization; hypochondria; and neurasthenia, would deserve future RCTs. Clinical researchers and editors of scientific journals should
give special attention to the less studied areas and disorders, when considering conducting and publishing RCT studies, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION
Historically, psychiatry has been one of the areas of medicine
receiving fewer resources for assistance and research, possibly
due to a notable stigma within the medical field (Corrigan et
al., 2005; DeLuca et al., 2017). Much of this disparity between
mental and clinical conditions is due to the difficulty of including
psychiatry into the medical model of care and research (Sedler,
2016). Unlike other medical areas, psychiatric diagnosis is
complex because of the subjectivity inherent to psychological

distress and the lack of biological markers (Möller-Leimkühler
et al., 2016). The recognition of psychiatric disorders is still the
subject of intense research (Möller-Leimkühler et al., 2016). The
updated versions of the most important diagnostic manuals
(Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders – DSM
and International Classification of Diseases – ICD) show great
advances in the diagnostic area. These new versions (DSM-5
in 2013; and ICD-11 in 2018) also present important challenges
such as the consideration of a dimensional and rather than
a categorical diagnosis, giving more validity to diagnostic
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assessment in psychiatry (Castaldelli-Maia et al., 2015; 2016;
2018a), which will require further research in the coming
decades.
Notwithstanding the aforementioned, the development
in the area of categorical diagnosis allowed the creation of
structured interviews (Shankman et al., 2018; Degenhardt
et al., 2019). These psychometric instruments facilitate
diagnoses listed in DSM and ICD, promoting a consistency
of the diagnostic concepts both within and across countries
given their translation and validation for multiple languages
(Shankman et al., 2018; Degenhardt et al., 2019). Considering
the important interface of mental disorders with both social
and cultural aspects, the unification of the nosological concepts
(mainly proposed by ICD) allowed for an operationalization
of psychiatric diagnoses (Reed, 2018) and their treatment
mainly through psychotherapy and psychopharmacology
(Hockenberry et al., 2019; Kupfersmid, 2019; Thoma et al., 2015;
Allison & Moncrieff, 2014; Liu et al., 2017; Harris et al., 2005).
The possibility of evidence-based treatment for mental
disorders has brought psychiatry closer to other medical
specialties. Abolition of ineffective and disreputable treatment
for patients such as hydrotherapy and bleeding, reduced the
stigma attached to people with mental disorders (Overholser,
2002). Most people with mental disorders can now resume
their functionality because of evidence-based treatments
(Möller-Leimkühler et al., 2016). Inherent to the inclusion of
psychiatry within medical research, making the conducting
of Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) essential (Hasan
et al., 2019). Currently, RCTs are critical in defining the most
appropriate therapy for a particular disease (Hasan et al.,
2019). With RCTs, two or more groups are randomized to
receive two or more types of intervention in a controlled
environment (Grossman & Mackenzie, 2005). RCTs are of
critical importance on the treatment guidelines conducting,
where also a pharmaceutical industry has the interest to be on
the top (e.g., Ia evidence level, A grade of recommendations).
Also, RCTs are very important in the effect size calculation
of a given treatment, because an absolute risk reduction is
calculated from RCTs (e.g., number-needed-to-treat).
There is some evidence of a progressive increase in the number
of RCTs in the area of psychiatry (Koskinen et al., 2008). There
are also indications, however, that some areas of psychiatry
receive more attention from researchers, potentially to the
detriment of others (Koskinen et al., 2008). Bibliometric studies
allow the measurement of the quantity and quality of scientific
studies produced in the various areas of science (López-Muñoz
et al., 2019). The former studies evaluate the trends and the
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concentration of scientific research, as well as the main gaps
for conducting further studies (López-Muñoz et al., 2019).
A detailed evaluation of RCT trends in the different areas of
psychiatry would be crucial for the identification of less studied
areas.
Aiming to investigate main gaps for RCTs in psychiatry, the
present bibliometric study will analyse the rate of publication
of RCTs in the main database of medical studies over the past
20 years (1999–2018). This analysis will be carried out as per the
ICD-10 mental and behavioural chapter, which was the edition
of the manual used throughout this period.
METHODS
Source/Search
The final search for RCTs published in scientific journals
indexed in Pubmed was carried out on 21st March 2019
(with a final search date up to 31st December 2018). PubMed
is the most commonly used search engine in the medical
sciences, being a free search engine that covers the MEDLINE
database of references among others (Frandsen et al., 2019).
Millions of searches are processed daily using this database,
thus constituting an essential current global health tool for
clinicians and researchers, with an enormous positive effect in
public health (Manca et al., 2017). We selected Pubmed among
the available databases because a previous study found that
using data sources beyond PubMed has a modest impact on
the results of systematic reviews of medical studies, especially
when RCTs are concerned (Halladay et al., 2015). Compared to
the other most popular databases in the field (Web of Science,
GoogleScholar and Scopus), Pubmed presents a series of
advantages such as free access, update frequency, early articles,
and high standards of journal quality (Falagas et al., 2008).
Inclusion/Exclusion criteria
The fifth chapter of the tenth revision of the International
Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health
Problems (ICD-10) published by the World Health
Organization (WHO) contains the Mental and Behavioural
Disorders (WHO, 1992). From 1992 to 2018, it was the official
mental health system for almost all countries, including the
USA, (WHO, 1992; Reed, 2010). Two separate publications
of this chapter were made available (WHO, 1992; 1993). The
‘blue book’ contained the clinical descriptions and diagnostic
guidelines for clinical and general educational use (WHO, 1992).
The green book contained the diagnostic criteria for research
(WHO, 1993). Both books list the following eleven groups of
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disorders: [F00–F09] organic, including symptomatic, mental
disorders; [F10–F19] mental and behavioural disorders due
to psychoactive substance use; [F20–F29] schizophrenia,
schizotypal and delusional disorders; [F30–F39] mood
(affective) disorders; [F40–F48] neurotic, stress-related and
somatoform disorders; [F50–F59], behavioural syndromes
associated with physiological disturbances and physical factors;
[F60–F69] disorders of adult personality and behaviour; [F70–
F79] mental retardation; [F80–F89] disorders of psychological
development; [F90–F98] behavioural and emotional disorders
with onset usually occurring in childhood and adolescence;
[F99] unspecified mental disorder.
For the present analysis, all the diagnoses included in the first
eight sections [F00-F79] were included in the bibliometric
analysis. The penultimate section [F80-F98] was excluded
because of including specific diagnoses for child and adolescent
only (i.e., developmental disorders; autism; disturbance of
activity and attention; conduct disorder), because the present
study aimed to compare diagnoses that were not restricted to
an age interval. The last section [F99] was excluded because of
the non-utility of such diagnoses (unspecified mental disorder)
for RCTs.
Search terms
We included the term that referred to the diagnosis exactly as
listed on the ICD-10 (WHO, 1992) for each disorder. Whenever
possible, we added such terms in a Boolean search, using
AND, OR, and wildcards operators, to make search as simple
as possible. In addition, we allowed some well-established
acronyms of ICD-10 diagnoses (i.e., anxiety disorders). We
conducted the search per group of disorders, as follows:
- Organic, including symptomatic, mental disorders
[F00-F09]: dementia [F01, F02, F03]; organic AND (amnesic
or hallucinosis or catatonic or delusional or schizophrenia or
mood or affective or anxiety or dissociative or emotionally
labile or asthenic or mental or brain syndrome or personality
disorder) [F06.0, F06.1, F06.2, F06.3, F06.4, F06.5, F06.6,
F07.0]; delirium [F05]; mild cognitive[F06.7]; (specified
or unspecified) AND mental AND brain damage [F06.8,
F06.9]; (postencephalitic OR postconcussional) AND
syndrome [F07.1, F07.2]; unspecified (organic personality or
behavioural disorders) [F07.8, F07.9]; unspecified (organic
or symptomatic) mental disorder [F09].
- Mental and behavioural disorders due to psychoactive
substance use [F10-F19]: alcohol AND (intoxication OR shortterm effects OR harmful OR abuse OR misuse OR dependenc*
OR withdrawal OR psycho* OR amnesic) [F10.0, F10.1, F10.2,
F10.3, F10.4, F10.5, F10.6, F10.7]; (tobacco OR nicotine) AND

(intoxication OR short-term effects OR harmful OR abuse
OR misuse OR dependenc* OR withdrawal OR psycho*
OR amnesic) [F17.0, F17.1, F17.2, F17.3, F17.4, F17.5, F17.6,
F17.7]; (opioid* OR cannab* OR marijuana OR sedative* OR
hypnotic* OR benzodiazepine* OR cocaine OR stimulant* OR
caffeine OR hallucinogen* OR volatile solvent* OR inhalant*
OR multiple drug use) AND (intoxication OR short-term
effects OR harmful OR abuse OR misuse OR dependenc*
OR withdrawal OR psycho* OR amnesic) [F1x.0, F1x.1, F1x.2,
F1x.3, F1x.4, F1x.5, F1x.6, F1x.7]; delirium tremens [F10.4];
Korsakoff [F10.6]; post hallucinogen perception disorder
[F16.6]; (unspecified or other) AND (mental or behavioural)
disorder [F1x.8, F1x.9].
- Schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders
[F20-F29]: schizophreni* [F20.0, F20.1, F20.2, F20.3,
F20.4, F20.5, F20.6, F20.7, F20.8, F23.2]; schizotypal
[F21]; delusional [F22]; involutional paranoid state
[F22.8]; paranoia querulans [F22.8]; (acute OR transient
OR nonorganic) AND psychotic [F23, F28, F29]; acute
polymorphic psychotic disorder [F23.0, F23.1]; induced
delusional disorder [F24]; folie à deux [F24]; schizoaffective
[F25]; chronic hallucinatory psychosis [F28].
- Mood (affective) disorders [F30-39]: (manic OR mania
OR hypomania OR bipolar disorder* OR BD) [F30, F31];
depressive disorder or depression [F32, F33, F38.1]; persistent
(mood or affective) [F34]; cyclothymia [F34.0]; dysthymia
[F34.1]; mixed affective episode [F38.0]; unspecified (mood
or affective) disorder [F39].
- Neurotic, stress-related and somatoform disorders
[F40-F48]: phobic [F40, F40.8, F40.9]; agoraphobia [F40.0];
phobia* [F40.1, F40.2, F40.9]; anthropophobia [F40.1];
acrophobia OR claustrophobia [F40.2]; panic disorder
[F41.0]; anxiety disorder or GAD [F41.1]; obsessivecompulsive disorder or OCD [F42]; acute stress reaction
[F43.0]; post-traumatic stress disorder or PTSD [F43.1];
adjustment disorder [F43.2]; dissociative disorder [F44,
F44.0, F44.1, F44.2, F44.4, F44.5, F44.6, F44.7, F44.8, F44.9];
(trance OR possession) disorders [F44.3]; Ganser’s syndrome
[F44.8]; multiple personality [F44.8]; somatoform disorders
[F45, F45.1, F45.4, F45.8, F45.9]; somatization disorder
[F45.0]; Briquet’s disorder [F45.0]; multiple psychosomatic
disorder [F45.0]; hypochondria* [F45.2]; body dysmorphic
disorder or dysmorphophobia or nosophobia [F45.2];
somatoform autonomic dysfunction[F45.3]; (cardiac OR
gastric) neurosis [F45.2]; Da Costa’s syndrome [F45.2];
neurocirculatory asthenia [F45.2]; psychalgia [F45.4];
neurotic disorders [F48, F48.8, F48.9]; neurasthenia
[F48.0]; depersonalization or derealization [F48.1]; Dhat
syndrome OR occupational neurosis OR psychastheni* OR
psychogenic syncope [F48.2]; neurosis [F48.9].
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- Behavioural syndromes associated with physiological
disturbances and physical factors [F50–F59]: (eating
disorder* OR anorexia nervosa OR bulimia nervosa OR
(vomiting AND psychological)) [F50]; sleep disorder*
[F51]; insomnia [F51.0]; hypersomnia [F51.1]; sleep-wake
schedule[F51.2]; sleepwalking OR somnambulism [F51.3];
sleep terrors OR night terrors[F51.4]; nightmares [F51.5];
sexual dysfunction [F52, F52.8, F52.9]; frigidity [F52.0];
hypoactive sexual desire disorder [F52.0]; anhedonia sexual
[F52.1]; failure of genital response [F52.2]; female sexual
arousal disorder [F52.2]; male erectile disorder [F52.2];
psychogenic impotence [F52.2]; orgasmic dysfunction
[F52.3]; psychogenic anorgasmy [F52.3]; premature
ejaculation [F52.4]; nonorganic AND (vaginismus OR
dyspareunia) [F52.5, F52.6]; excessive sexual drive[F57.2];
(mental OR behavioural) AND puerperium [F53];
(postnatal OR postpartum) depression [F53.0]; puerperal
psychosis [F53.1]; (psychological or behavioural) AND
(disorders or diseases) AND elsewhere [F54, F59]; abuse
AND non-dependence-producing [F55].
- Disorders of adult personality and behaviour [F60–F69]:
personality disorder* [F60, F60.1, F60.2, F60.3, F60.4,
F60.5, F60.6, F60.7, F60.8, F60.9, F61]; enduring personality
changes [F62]; (habit OR impulse) disorder [F63];
pathological gambling [F63.0]; pathological fire-setting OR
pyromania [F63.1]; pathological stealing OR kleptomania
[F63.2]; trichotillomania [F63.3]; intermittent explosive
disorder [F63.8]; gender identity disorder [F64, F64.2];
transsexualism [F64.0]; dual-role transvestism [F64.1];
disorders of sexual preference [F65, F65.6, F65.8]; fetishes*
[F65.0, F65.1]; exhibitionism
[F65.2];
voyeurism
[F65.3]; paedophilia [F65.4]; sadomasochism [F65.5];
frotteurism [F65.8]; necrophilia [F65.8]; zoophilia [F65.8];
psychosexual development disorders [F66, F66.8, F66.9];
sexual maturation disorder [F66.0]; ego-dystonic sexual
orientation [F66.1]; sexual relationship disorder [F66.2];
elaboration of physical symptoms for psychological reasons
[F68.0]; factitious disorder [F68.1]; Munchausen syndrome
[F68.1]; (other specified OR unspecified) disorders adult
(personality or behaviour) [F68.8, F68.9].
- Mental retardation [F70–F79]: mental retardation [F70, F71,
F72, F73, F78, F79].
Pubmed filters (Hoogendam et al., 2009) were initially used to
restrict the search as follows:
- Species: restricted to ‘humans’ only;
- Article type: restricted to ‘clinical trials’ only;
- Search field: title only;
- Publication date: specific desired range from January 1st,
1999 to December 31st, 2018;
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- Key-word: (randomized OR randomised) plus the search
terms described in the preceding section.
Data Items
Number of studies published were registered by each search
term (n = 123) within the 7 disorder groups listed above, in
different time frames. First, the number of studies published
by five-years periods (1999–2003; 2004–2008; 2009–2013;
2014–2018). Second, the number of studies published by the
7 disorder groups during each period of 2 years within the
last 20 were registered (1999–2000; 2001–2002; 2003–2004;
2005–2006; 2007–2008; 2009–2010; 2011–2012; 2013–2014;
2015–2016; 2017–2018). Third, the first two steps were repeated
including all the search terms, aiming to register the number of
all the psychiatric disorders together. Finally, these steps were
repeated without any search term, aiming to register the total
number of studies published in the entire Pubmed during the
same timeframes.
Statistical Analysis
Considering that we aimed to investigate the main gaps
for RCTs in psychiatry, we conducted multinomial logistic
regression models to compare the distribution of RCTs in each
5-year period for ICD-10 mental and behavioural group using
STATA software version 11.2. We carried out three different
models, using different reference categories in each one (Model
1 = F30–F39; 1999–2003; Model 2 = F20–F29; 2004–2008;
Model 3 = F00–F09; 2009–2013). The same approach was used
to compare mental health RCTs versus RCTs in other medical
areas, always having the other medical areas as the reference
category for the group, but changing period reference category
(Model 4 = 1999–2003; Model 5 = 2004–2008; Model 6 = 2009–
2013). We changed the reference groups to investigate all the
differences among time periods and groups of disorder.
In addition, a logarithmic function was used to graphically plot
the bi-annual rates of RCTs per mental disorder group, mental
disorders as a whole, and other than mental health areas. The
logarithmic function enabled the comparison of all the curves
together in the same graph (reduced the overall and increased
readability).
RESULTS
Table 1 presents a comparative distribution of RCTs published in
Pubmed per ICD-10 mental and behavioural chapter, per each
5-year period during the last 20 years (n = 3,449). Comparing
the proportion of psychiatric RCTs per group, there has been a
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Figure 1. Frequencies of numbers of randomized-controlled trials published in Pubmed per ICD-10
mental and behavioral chapter, in the last 20 years
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Figure 1. Frequencies of numbers of randomized-controlled trials published in Pubmed per ICD-10 mental and behavioral chapter, in the
last 20 years

significant and progressive increase for organic disorders [F00–
F09] in the last 10 years, as compared to 2004–2008 period. The
opposite situation occurred for psychotic disorders, which had
significantly less studies in the last 10 years, as compared to
2004–2008. Substance use disorders [F10–F19] had a significant
reduction of RCTs in 2004–2008, followed by stability in
2009–2013, and reduced again in 2014–2018 period, which
was almost the opposite to behavioural syndromes associated
with physiological disturbances and physical factors [F50–F59]
(increase, decrease and increase). Both affective [F30–F39] and
neurotic, stress-related and somatoform disorders [F40–F48]
presented significant increase in 2009–2013, followed by a
decrease in 2014–2018 in the number of RCTs. No significant
change was found for personality disorders during the entire
period.
Figure 1 presents the crude distribution of RCTs published in
Pubmed per ICD-10 mental and behavioural disorder group,
over the last 20 years. Overall, after 16 years of considerable
increase in the bi-annual absolute number of RCTs, there has
been a slowdown in the last 4 years. This trend was in line with
the rest of RCTs published in Pubmed within the same period.
Affective disorders [F30–F39] were the mental disorder group
with more RCTs in psychiatry during these last two decades. In
the beginning of the period, there were around 100 Psychiatric
RCTs (around 1/40 of all the RCTs in Pubmed). Psychiatry
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peaked at almost 1,200 RCTs in 2015–2016 (more than 10 times
higher than in 1999–2000). From 2007–2008 to 2015–2016,
psychiatric RCTs were responsible for more than 1/20 of all
the RCTs in Pubmed. Affective disorders were responsible for
40–50% of the psychiatric RCTs during this period, peaking at
almost 500 RCTs in 2015–2016 (more than 10 times higher than
in 1999–2000).
Figure 2 presents the distribution of RCTs published in Pubmed
per ICD-10 mental and behavioural group, over the last 20 years,
in a logarithmic scale. Organic [F00–F09], psychotic [F20–
F29], neurotic/anxiety [F40–F48], and physiological-related
[F50–F59] disorders had approximately similar trends during
the last 2 decades. Psychotic disorders [F20–F29] were the
second most studied psychiatric group through RCTs during
almost the entire period. In the last two years, organic disorders
[F00–F09] became the second most common psychiatric group
with RCTs, seemingly associated with a notable decrease of the
psychotic disorder group. Initially (1999–2004), the same trend
of organic [F00–F09], psychotic [F20–F29], neurotic/anxiety
[F40–F48], and physiological-related [F50–F59] disorders,
substance use disorders [F10–F19] recorded a decrease during
2005–2008, followed by an increase (2009–2014) and another
decrease in the last 4 years. Personality disorders [F60–F69]
and mental retardation [F70–F79] comprise the least studied
groups through RCTs during the entire period. However, the
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Figure 2. Frequencies of numbers of randomized-controlled trials published in Pubmed per ICD-10
mental and behavioral chapter, in the last 20 years, in a logarithmic scale (y axis indicates the
power to the basis 10)
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Figure 2. Frequencies of numbers of randomized-controlled trials published in Pubmed per ICD-10 mental and behavioral chapter, in the
last 20 years, in a logarithmic scale (y axis indicates the power to the basis 10)

personality disorder group [F60–F69] showed a small, but
linear, increase until 2007–2008, from when there has been
stability of about 20 RCTs each two years. Mental retardation
[F70–F79] has virtually been not studied through RCTs during
the entire period.

disorders were not included in the top 20 in the last 2 years,
although sleep and premature ejaculation disorders entered the
top 20 in the same period.

Figure 3 presents distribution of RCTs published in Pubmed
per top 20 ICD-10 mental and behavioural disorders, in the
last 20, 10, 5, and 2 years. In all the timeframes, the top 4
disorders did not change: depression, schizophrenia, dementia,
and insomnia. The difference between depression and
schizophrenia has increased, with the first being investigated
more than three times that of the second in the last 2 years.
Despite having exchanged places, eating, generalized anxiety
and post-traumatic stress disorders remained from 6th to 10th
places in all the timeframes. There was the same situation for
drug use, obsessive-compulsive, personality, and postpartum
depression disorders, which remained from 11th to 15th places;
and for tobacco use, phobias, and sexual dysfunction, which
remained from 16th to 20th. The most remarkable changes were
seen for delirium, mild cognitive, bipolar, and alcohol use
disorders. Delirium and mild cognitive disorders have been
increasingly more investigated through RCTs, being in the
11th/14th, 10th/13th, 8th/13th, and 5th/10th places in the last 20, 10,
5, and 2 years respectively. Whereas bipolar and alcohol use
disorder have been decreasingly and less investigated through
RCTs, being in the 5th/8th, 6th/9th, 7th/10th, and 8th/13thplaces in the
last 20, 10, 5, and 2 years respectively. Panic and schizoaffective

The main objective of the present study was to identify the
distribution and trends of psychiatric RCTs published during
the last 20 years. This appears to be the first bibliometric
study in the psychiatric field to explore all the ICD-10 mental
and behavioural adult disorders. Overall, after 16 years of
considerable increase in the bi-annual absolute number of
RCTs, there has been a slowdown in the last 4 years. Affective,
organic and psychotic disorders, and depression, schizophrenia
and dementia were the top studied groups and disorders
respectively – ahead of other groups/diagnoses. For substance
use disorders, there has been a decrease in the last 5 years,
in line with the fall of alcohol use disorder in the ranking of
most studied disorders. Delirium and mild cognitive disorder
are both ascending in this ranking, in line with a significant
progressive increase of organic disorders in the proportion
of RCTs per group of the ICD-10 fifth chapter. Personality
disorders and mental retardation have consistently been and
remain the least studied groups.

DISCUSSION

The current study demonstrated that the slowdown of RCTs in
psychiatry follows a similar trend for variation of RCTs in the
entire medical field, reducing increase rate in 2015–2016, and
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Figure 3. Distribution of randomized-controlled trials published in Pubmed per top 20 ICD-10 mental and behavioral disorders, within different time frames.
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Figure 3. Distribution of randomized-controlled trials published in Pubmed per top 20 ICD-10 mental and behavioral disorders, within
different time frames

showing a decrease rate in 2017–2018. Recently, there has been
some discussion of the possible alternatives to RCTs because
of their high costs, long duration, and limited generalizability
(Franklin et al., 2017). Real-world studies (longitudinal
healthcare databases and registries) could be possible substitutes
for RCTs in some situations (Franklin et al., 2017). In addition,
there are also changing and stricter regulatory requirements
that may make RCTs more problematic (e.g., tighter rules for
placebo controlled RCTs; careful risk assessment), compared to
observational and naturalistic studies (McNamara et al., 2019).
In addition, there are fewer new drugs coming in the market
since the beginning of the last decade that require their study
using RCTs (Vogel, 2002).
Pharmaceutical companies have been investing less in research
and development of new medications, partially because of the
pharmaceutical price controls allowed by some countries to
avoid the constraints of patent agreements (Vogel, 2002). The
emerging new diagnoses listed in DSM-5 and ICD-11 could
also play a role in attracting RCTs more than the ICD-10 and
DSM-IV.
The extent of affective disorders’ research probably reflects the
extent of diagnosis of depression within the context of common
mental disorders (Bhana et al., 2019), increased mental health
literacy and recognition of depressive symptoms by the general
population (Lauber et al., 2005), indications for various
agents extending into this diagnostic area (Machmutow et al.,
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2019), as well as the emergence of novel electrical stimulation
techniques/technology and novel agents, such as ketamine
(Huang et al., 2017). Delirium and mild cognitive disorder have
moved up in the rankings over time, which may have to do
with an increasing awareness of the need to clearly delineate
medical causes rather than psychiatric only (Estrada-Orozco
et al., 2018; Fowler, 2019), with consequent impact on use of
resources and patient care (Fowler, 2019), and an increasing
emphasis on early intervention for mild cognitive disorder as a
means of preventing progression to dementia (Estrada-Orozco
et al., 2018).
The proportional decrease with regard to psychotic disorders
may be paralleled by the increase in organic disorders’ research,
boosted by dementia, delirium and mild cognitive disorder,
notwithstanding that schizophrenia remains the 2nd most
investigated disorder, having several new medications on the
market (Citrome, 2016). The decline of alcohol use disorders’
investigation through RCTs, when it remains a public health
issue, may be due to the lack of new medication candidates
for clinical trials (Canella et al., 2019). A considerable amount
of research with various molecules were tested for alcohol
use disorders, which, in most cases, did not reach significant
clinical efficacy to justify further studies, despite promising
preclinical data (Canella et al., 2019).
Personality disorders are difficult to study owing to the
diagnostic overlap in terms of clinical features (Wang et al.,
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2019), frequent comorbidity, difficulty in recruitment and
retention in treatment (Gamache et al., 2018), and also the
lack of pharmacological efficacy in treatment (Bellino et al.,
2011). The area of personality pathology is one of the least
studied with RCT methodology, despite the evidence that
such pathology accounts for around 10% of the population.
The RCT’s that have been performed are almost exclusively
in borderline personality disorder, a condition that is an
outlier in the group and might well be classified elsewhere
(Tyrer, 2009; Newton-Howes et al., 2014). This is partly due
to the uncertainty around effective interventions but is also
influenced by lack of pharmaceutical interest. As personality
pathology is associated with a poor response to treatment for
common conditions such as anxiety and depression (Skodol
et al., 2014), it should be addressed as an important aspect
of comorbidity in randomised studies. Similar issues could
be even more important for mental retardation (Cook et al.,
1992; Hemayattalab et al., 2010; Artigas-Pallarés, 2006) (i.e., no
definitive treatment for a non-changeable presentation), added
to the fact of ethical issues with recruitment for those who
cannot understand the risks involved in a given RCT (Little et
al., 2002).
The ‘popularity’ of diagnostic categories for RCTs seems to
be guided by ‘clinical vogue’, which could be influenced by a
host of factors, such as novel treatments and ease of access to
patient populations. It is not necessarily linked to the actual
need as indicated by prevalence and/or burden of disorders
and public health impact (e.g., alcohol use disorders). Based on
the WHO treatment guideline for the most important ICD-10
mental and behavioural disorders (WHO, 1996), the following
would deserve more attention from further RCTs: acute/
transient psychosis; mixed anxiety and depression; adjustment
disorder; dissociative and conversion disorders; somatization;
hypochondria; and neurasthenia. Dissociative disorders,
including dissociative identity disorder, are almost completely
neglected in the RCT literature (Simeon & Knutelska, 2005;
Ross, 2005). Another critical issue is connected with the
pharmaceutical industry because they support many RCTs. In
this context, many papers have been published, which favour
pharmaceutical agents (psychotropics) that can have an impact
on the clinical guidelines changing (Stuhec et al., 2015). Finally,
most patients with mental health problems have been treated
with more medications and have more mental and/or somatic
diseases. In this point of view, RCTs are not always representative
for this population, which is even more important in elderly
patients. More real clinical patients are often covered with
observational clinical trials (Castaldelli-Maia et al., 2018b;
Holzapfel & Szabo, 2018), which are very important especially in
elderly patients with mental disorders (Stuhec & Gorenc, 2019).

There are also several barriers conduct and publish psychiatric
research, especially for younger colleagues (Koelkebeck et al.,
2019).
Limitations
The present study used only the Pubmed database. Whilst
not necessarily comprehensive, as there are other important
databases (Web of Science, GoogleScholar, Scopus), it likely
provides a good reflection of the status quo given Pubmed’s
standing as the most important medical database as well as
the number of articles indexed. In addition, using data sources
beyond PubMed would probably only modestly impact the
results (Halladay et al., 2015). Despite not including Englishlanguage studies only, Pubmed may exclude many publications
of local relevance published locally, without an assumption of a
lower scientific standard, which may be a mistake (i.e., potential
scientific hegemony of English-language studies). Moreover, it
is important to note that ICD-10 is indeed a universal system.
The exclusion of studies that did not mention randomized or
randomised within the title could have also biased our results.
However, it is very rare to find a study like this in Pubmed
database. In addition, this selection bias may have affected all
the groups of mental disorders in a similar rate. Unfortunately,
the present study did not assess whether the pharmaceutical
industry funded the included RCTs. Also, there was no RCT
quality assessment. Finally, because we only looked at ICD 10
diagnoses, mental health conditions like suicide, catatonia and
aggression, which are equally important psychiatric issues,
were not included.
CONCLUSION
Despite showing an increase in the first 15 years of the 20year study period, the last 5 years was marked by a slowdown
in psychiatric RCTs, similar to the other medical areas. Novel
treatments, ease of access to patient populations, and ‘clinical
vogue’, seem to be more important to guide the conducting
of RCTs than the actual need as indicated by prevalence and/
or burden of disorders and public health impact. Some areas
are privileged (affective, psychotic and organic disorders)
potentially to the detriment of others (substance use,
personality disorders and mental retardation). Regarding
specific disorders, acute/transient psychosis; mixed anxiety and
depression; adjustment disorder; dissociative and conversion
disorders; somatization; hypochondria; and neurasthenia,
would likely warrant future RCTs. Clinical researchers and
scientific journal editors should give special attention to the less
studied areas and disorders, when considering conducting and
publishing RCT studies, respectively.
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